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Introduction 
 
 Maple is a powerful collection of routines to aid in the solution of mathematical 
problems and the analysis of data.  It is similar to MATLAB and Mathematica, some 
other tools frequently used in the sciences.  Like these relatives, it is capable of doing 
both symbolic manipulations (solving equations written in terms of variables like x, y, 
and z) and numeric calculations.  It will often default to symbolic calculations, but 
numeric evaluation can easily be added.  To get started open a terminal window and type 
“xmaple”.  Maple 13, the version on computers in the lab at UGA, has a versatile 
interactive interface that allows you to write equations easily (document mode).  Select 
Document Mode from the initial Maple screen. Note that there are many modes for entry 
(Text, 2D Math, etc.)  By default the program will come up in document mode with 2D 
Math entry.  You can type from the keyboard as well as insert a variety of special 
characters by selecting them from the pallet at the left.  Use of this interactive interface is 
well illustrated by the ten minute tutorial (Take a Tour) found under the help menu.  This 
is an easy way to get familiar with some of the capabilities and conventions.  You can 
also use the search function in the Maple Help window opened using the Help tab on to 
the right of the second menu bar. Type any function name you might expect and activate 
search.  To see a list of functions type ‘index[function]’ in the window and activate 
search. 
 
 Maple also operates in a worksheet mode in which commands are easily grouped 
in execution groups so that they can be easily repeated, strung together in more complex 
sequences, and saved for future reference.  You can tell you are in this mode by the “>” 
prompt at the beginning of a line.  We are going to work in this mode.  To get into this 
mode select “New” and then “Worksheet Mode” from under the “File” menu in the upper 
left corner.  We will go through some applications illustrating plotting of data and matrix 
manipulations on the first day.  On the second day we will use Maple to do some algebra 
using product operators (the operators we use to describe NMR pulse sequences and their 
effect on spin systems). 
 
Some Simple Maple Operations Using Matrices: 
 
            There are five basic rules to Maple V syntax according to one book: Maple V by 
Example, Abell and Braselton, Academic Press, 1994. 
 

1.     The arguments of functions are given in parentheses (...). 
2.     A semicolon (;) [now optional] or colon (:) must be included a the end of each 
command (the colon gives no output) 
3.     Multiplication is represented by *. 
4.     Powers are denoted by ^. 



5.     If you get no response or an incorrect response, you probably entered the 
command incorrectly. 

 
 We will first do some basic things to give you an idea of how MAPLE works.  
Open a new worksheet using the “File” menu.  Let’s multiply some matrices.  The 
operations for matrices are in a library called LinearAlgebra.  We tell Maple that we will 
be using functions in this library by typing: 
 

            with(LinearAlgebra); 
Maple will respond with a list of functions. 
Define a matrix, A, by typing: 
            A:=Matrix([[1,1,0],[1,1,1],[0,1,1]]); 
:= is the general way you define a variable. 
Maple will respond with a matrix form. 
Find the inverse of this matrix by typing: 
            B:=MatrixInverse(A); 
Maple will respond with the inverse of A 
Multiply A by its inverse by typing: 
            A&*B; 
If the form is still symbolic.  Try typing: 
            evalm(A&*B); 
Note, &* denotes matrix multiplication and evalm is the matrix analog of evalf for 
functions.  It gives the numeric representation of the result. 
We can define our own functions (nmr, for example) in terms of  ‘procedures’ 
using a series of commands like: 
            nmr:= proc(A)  A&*inverse(A)   end; 
Try typing: 
  nmr(A) 
  nmr(B) 
Define a new matrix C and type: 
   nmr(C) 
Add “evalm” to the procedure if numeric values are not given and try again. 
 

 Note that Maple remembers values of functions and variables last assigned.  If 
you need to re-establish values, put your cursor after the “;” or “:” and hit return.  You 
can work your way through a revised set of commands this way.  You can delete (cut) 
code and output from the worksheet using the mouse to highlight text (hold down the left 
mouse button as you move it) and select cut from the right mouse button.  If you need to 
insert a new execution prompt in the middle of the sheet, put you cursor where you want 
it, go to the insert option on the top menu bar, and select “execution group” followed by 
“before” or “after” cursor. 

 
Reading in Data and Plotting. 
 
 Maple has some good tools for manipulating, plotting and analyzing data.  Of 
course, NMR spectrometers, as well as other analytical instruments, come with software 



that does much of this.  However, new procedures come on the scene periodically and 
appropriate software to use these may not be in your current software.  There is no reason 
one should be bound by what the instrument manufacturers think one should do.  This 
section and the following explore ways of looking at the time evolution of NMR spectra 
(simple 1D spectra collected at successive time point as a sample evolves).  The system is 
glucose dissolved in 2H2O at time zero.  1D proton spectra are collected every few 
seconds thereafter.  Glucose tends to crystallize as the α anomer.  In the pyranose ring 
form of glucose this has the anomeric hydroxyl in an axial position and the anomeric 
proton (H1) in an equatorial position.  This proton is coupled only to the H2 proton which 
is in an axial position.  The resulting dihedral angle of 60° results in a small coupling for 
the downfield doublet.  As time progresses the α anomer equilibrates to a mixture of α 
and β anomers with the β anomer (dihedral angle of 180°) having a doublet further 
upfield, having a larger coupling.  The spectra are supplied in a file that should be in your 
Maple directory: 
 
 glucose_anomeric_021008.txt 
 
The file contains 40 lines with 80 floating points per line.  The lines are ASCII 
representations of 1D spectra, truncated to show only the anomeric region and truncated 
to remove the residual water resonance that sits between the α and β anomeric 
resonances.   
 To simplify the exercise, a Maple worksheet has been stored in the Maple 
directory as well: 
 
 Plotting_NMR_spectra.mw 
 
You can load this worksheet by selecting “open” from the file menu and hitting the 
appropriate .mw file.  A copy of this worksheet with output included is attached in 
appendix A.  The file you open has had output removed so that you can see the effect of 
executing commands.  As indicated above, you can execute commands by placing your 
cursor after a “;” or “:” and hitting the enter key.  Work your way down the worksheet to 
observe various operations.  Experiment with loading different rows to see the time 
evolution of spectra.  If you want to see the output of specific commands try changing 
some “:” to “;”. 
 
Calculating and Plotting Correlation Spectra. 
 

  One useful procedure that has come on the NMR scene recently is the use of 2D 
correlation spectra based on covariance matrices.  These rely on a statistical procedure for 
establishing whether lines in a spectrum are correlated in their evolution under some 
parameter variation (time, samples from different animals, etc).  Two lines from the same 
compound will obviously vary in the same way from spectrum to spectrum (positively 
correlated); two lines from different compounds that are related as reactant and product 
will vary in opposite ways from spectrum to spectrum (negatively correlated); two lines 
from different compounds that vary in concentration randomly from sample to sample 
will not be correlated (zero correlation).  A plot of a covariance matrix looks very much 



like a 2D spectrum in which evolution in two dimensions is connected by spin-physics.  
A statistical TOCSY spectrum has cross-peaks that connect all resonances belonging to a 
single compound much like a normal TOCSY spectrum, but their presence does not 
depend on scalar coupling between spins (Cloarec et al. 2005. Statistical total correlation 
spectroscopy: An exploratory approach for latent biomarker identification from metabolic 
H-1 NMR data sets. Analytical Chemistry 77: 1282-1289).  It also has the interesting 
property of transferring the resolution seen in the direct dimension to the indirect 
dimension (Zhang, F.L., and Bruschweiler, R. 2007. Robust deconvolution of complex 
mixtures by covariance TOCSY spectroscopy. Angewandte Chemie-International Edition 
46: 2639-2642). 

  In the following exercise we will use a Maple worksheet to calculate a covariance 
matrix for the evolving set of spectra examined above.   We would expect to see positive 
crosspeaks connecting the doublet components of α and β anomers since they belong to 
the same species and negative crosspeaks connecting the doublet for the α anomer to the 
doublet for the β anomer since the β anomer arises from the α anomer.  To get started 
open the worksheet entitled: 

 
  correlation_spectrum_021008_b.mw 
 
 A copy is attached as Appendix B.  As in the previous example, work your way through 

the worksheet a command at a time watching the output and trying to understand what 
the calculation is doing. 

 
 
 
 



Appendix A 
Maple Worksheet for Plotting Spectra 

 
> This is an exercise in reading data and making 2D plots 
from lists the data set has 40 lines with 80 elements in 
each line.  Note the : suppresses printing the data to the 
screen 
>  
> Now make the library with plot options accessible 
>   

> now list all the elements in a particular row 
>   

>  now plot the list in that row - it should look like a 
spectrum 
>  



 
>  now try plotting a row later in the acquisition 
>  



 
>  The peak on the right grows systematically through the 
set. Now lets plot the data as a matrix 
>  

 

>  



 
>  

 
 



Appendix B 
Maple Worksheet for Generating and Plotting Covariance Matrices 

 
 
> # This is an exercise in creating a 2D correlation 
spectrum from an evolving set of 1D NMR spectra 
> with(LinearAlgebra); 



 



> # First read in the data, calculate the average value at 
each point and subtract this from each point in each 
spectrum 
>  
for j from 1 to 80 do 
 s := 0: 
 for i from 1 to 40 do 
  s := (A[i,j]+s) 
 end do: 
 for i from 1 to 40 do 
  A[i,j] := A[i,j]-s/40  
 end do: 
end do: 
> # Now convert this list of data to a matrix, calcualte 
its transpose and multiply the matrices 
> A := Matrix(A): 
B := Transpose(A): 
C := B &* A; 

 

> # Now let's plot the data 
>   

> matrixplot(C); 



 
> # The positive diagonal peaks represent our spectrum.  
The positive cross-peaks near the diagonal signify peaks 
belong to the same molecule.  The negative cross-peaks 
indicate one molecule is turning into the other. 
 


